CRITERIA FOR THE UAFCS UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP

The following guidelines for the UAFCS Undergraduate Scholarship have been drafted by a committee as direction for the Awards and Scholarship committee.

1. One recipient will receive an amount of $100, and membership fee for UAFCS. The monies provided by this scholarship are not intended solely for tuition, but may be used by the recipients as they see need.

2. The recipient will be selected from applications submitted by an Undergraduate Senior student pursuing a degree in Family and Consumer Science Education. The student must be attending a University with a Family Consumer Science program (BYU and USU).

3. The recipient will be awarded the scholarship at the UAFCS annual meeting. Deadlines for applications will be established by the Awards and Scholarship committee. It is suggested that information and applications be distributed to universities with an undergraduate and graduate program in Family Consumer Sciences by the Family and Consumer Specialist at the Utah State Office of Education.

4. The money awarded will be distributed to the recipient at the end of the first semester attended by the recipient at any college or university of choice. The money will be released to them upon proof of continued enrollment in Family and Consumer Science program.

5. The application for the UAFCS Undergraduate Scholarship will be accompanied by transcript showing undergraduate degree in Family and Consumer Science program. A letter from the applicant indicating the reason for applying and/or the need for the scholarship, along with two letters of recommendation (one from the student’s Family and Consumer Sciences professor), will also accompany the application.

6. Criteria for judging the applications received will be established by the Awards and Scholarship committee. However, it is suggested that the committee review and consider the point system criteria established by the Utah FCCLA. This will establish uniformity for scholarships for university students in the field of Family and Consumer Sciences.